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Path integral approach to no-Coriolisapproximation in heavy-ion collisionsK. Hagino,1 N. Takigawa,1, A.B. Balantekin2, and J.R. Bennett31 Department of Physics, Tohoku University, 980{77 Sendai, Japan2 Physics Department, University of Wisconsin,Madison, Wisconsin 53706, USA3 Department of Physics and Astronomy,University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27599{3255June 26, 1995AbstractWe use the two time inuence functional method of the path integral approach inorder to reduce the dimension of the coupled-channels equations for heavy-ion reactionsbased on the no-Coriolis approximation. Our method is superior to other methods in thatit easily enables us to study the cases where the initial spin of the colliding particle is notzero. It can also be easily applied to the cases where there is a spin-orbit force, and wherethe internal degrees of freedom are not necessarily collective coordinates. It also clariesthe underlying assumption of the approximation.
1
It is by now well established that heavy-ion fusion reactions at energies below theCoulomb barrier are not such simple processes that can be described in terms of a pene-tration through one dimensional potential barrier, but rather complicated reactions whereinternal degrees of freedom of colliding nuclei play an essential role[1]. Therefore they aretypical examples of a macroscopic quantum tunneling, which has been a very popularsubject in the past decade in many elds of physics and chemistry[2, 3, 4]. One of themajor interests in the macroscopic quantum tunneling is to assess the eects of environ-ments on the tunneling rate of a macroscopic degree of freedom. A standard way to tacklethis problem in nuclear physics is to numerically solve the associated coupled-channelsequations. The full coupled-channels calculations quickly become, however, very intri-cated if many physical-channels are included. This makes the intuitive understandingof the numerical results quite hard. For this reason, an approximation named the no-Coriolis approximation, which is sometimes called the rotating frame approximation, hasbeen introduced[5{11]. It is a kind of sudden tunneling approximation[12] concerning thecentrifugal energy and it greatly reduces the number of coupled channels to be solved.The no-Coriolis approximation was rst introduced in the eld of chemistry under thename centrifugal sudden approximation[13, 14, 15]. Recently, it has also been applied toa problem of electron-molecule scattering[16].The no-Coriolis approximation has been derived by several dierent methods. Theauthors in ref.[5{8] used properties of Racah coecients, and ref. [9, 10] used the Green'sfunction method. The symmetry consideration of the tidal spin has been used in ref. [11].The aim of this paper is to present a new derivation of the no-Coriolis approximation usingthe path integral method[17]. This approach had already been used in ref.[18], but theangular momentumcoupling was not treated explicitly. Crowning points of our derivationare that it enables us to easily extend to the cases where the initial spin of the colliding2
particles is not zero, and where there is a spin-orbit force in the scattering process. It canalso be easily applied to the cases where the internal degrees of freedom are not collectivecoordinates, but the coordinates of the constituent particles of the colliding system. Italso claries the underlying assumption of the approximation.We consider the collision between two nuclei in the presence of the coupling betweenthe translational motion, i.e. the relative motion between the centers of mass of thecolliding nuclei, R = (R;
) and a nuclear intrinsic motion . We assume the followingHamiltonian for this systemH(R; ) =   h22r2 + U(R) +H0() + V (R; ) (1)where  is the reduced mass. U(R);H0() and V (R; ) are the bare potential energyfor the translational motion, the internal Hamiltonian and the coupling Hamiltonian,respectively. In general the internal degree of freedom  has a nite spin. We thereforeexpand the coupling Hamiltonian in multipolesV (R; ) = X>0 f(R)Y(
)  T(): (2)Here Y(
) are the spherical harmonics and T() are spherical tensors constructed fromthe internal coordinate. The dot indicates a scalar product. The sum is taken over allvalues of , except for  = 0 which is already included in U(R).For a xed total angular momentum J and its z component M , the expansion basisof the coupled-channels equations are dened as< 
j(nLI)JM >= XmL;mI < LmLImIjJM > YLmL(
)'nImI (); (3)where L and I are the orbital and the internal angular momenta, respectively. 'nImI ()are the wave functions of the internal motion which obeyH0()'nImI () = nI'nImI (): (4)3
If we expand the total wave function with this basis as	J(R; ) = Xn;L;I uJnLI(R)R < 
j(nLI)JM >; (5)the coupled-channels equations for uJnLI (R) read"  h22 d2dR2 + L(L+ 1)h22R2 + U(R)   E + nI#uJnLI (R) + Xn0 ;L0;I 0 V JnLI;n0L0I 0(R)uJn0L0I 0 = 0(6)with V JnLI;n0L0I 0(R) =< JM(nLI)jV (R; )j(n0L0I 0)JM > . We have suppressed the indexM in V JnLI;n0L0I 0(R), since they are independent of that quantum number. These coupled-channels equations are solved with the boundary conditionsuJnLI(R)! 1T JnLIH( )L (R)n;niL;LiI;Ii + RJnLIT JnLI H(+)L (R) (R!1) (7)where H(+)L (R) and H( )L (R) are the outgoing and the incoming Coulomb waves, respec-tively. Once the coecients in the asymptotic region T JnLI are obtained, the penetrationprobabaility through the Coulomb potential barrier is given byP JLiIi(E) = Xn;L;I knIkniIi jT JnLI j2 (8)where knI = q2h2 (E   nI). The fusion cross section for an unpolarized target is thengiven by fus(E) = (kniIi)2 XJMLi P JLiIi(E)2Ii + 1 = (kniIi)2 XJLi 2J + 12Ii + 1P JLiIi(E) (9)We now introduce the path integral representation of the penetration probability forour coupled-channels problem. Since heavy-ion fusion reactions are the processes wheretwo nuclei approach close to each other, we shall treat the radial component of the relativemotion as the macroscopic degree of freedom and its angular part and the internal degreesof freedom as environmental degrees of freedom. The barrier transmission probability is4
then given by [17]P JLiIi(E) = limRi!1Rf! 1PiPf2 Z 10 dT e(i=h)ET Z 10 d eT e (i=h)EeT Z D[R(t)] Z D[ eR(~t)]e(i=h)[St(R;T ) St(eR;eT)]M( eR(~t); eT ;R(t); T ); (10)where Pi and Pf are the classical momenta at the initial and the nal positions Ri andRf , respectively. St(R;T ) is the action for the translational motion along a path R(t),and is given by St(R;T ) = Z T0 dt12 _R(t)2   U(R(t)) (11)The eects of the environmental degrees of freedom are included in the two time inuencefunctional M , which is dened byM( eR(~t); eT ;R(t); T ) =< (niLiIi)JM jûy( eR(~t); eT )û(R(t); T )j(niLiIi)JM > (12)with ih @@tû(R; t) = "L2h22R2 +H0() + V (R;
; )# û(R; t): (13)The û(R; t) is the time evolution operator of the environmental degrees of freedom alonga given path R(t). The formal solution of eq.(13) can be written asû(R; t) = T̂ exp "Z t0 dt0  L2h22R(t0)2 +H0() + V (R(t0);
; )!# (14)where T̂ is the time ordering operator. Hereafter the time ordering is supposed to beproperly treated in all solutions of û, and we shall not write it explicitly.We now assume that the angular part of the translational motion is much slower thanthe radial motion, and replace the operator L2 in eq.(14) by some c-number (+1)[12].This is a kind of sudden approximation and is exact if there is no angular momentumtransfer from the relative motion between heavy-ions to nuclear intrinsic motion.  can5
be any c-number, though one often takes  to be the total angular momentum J . If wedenote the coordinate representation of 
 by 
0[12], we get< 
0jû(R;T )j(niLiIi)JM > = exp "Z T0 dt0  ( + 1)h22R(t0)2 +H0() + V (R(t0);
0; )!# XmL;mI < LimLIimI jJM > YLimL(
0)j'niIimI > (15)We next make a rotational coordinate transformation only in the space of the relativemotion between heavy-ions to the coordinate system where the z axis is along the directionof the radial vector R0 = (R0;
0) = (R0; 0; 0)[9]. We call this coordinate system therotating frame (RF) to distinguish it from the space xed frame(SF). The generator forthis coordinate transformation is given byRL(0; 0; 0) = eiL(
0)=h (16)and is dierent from the generator of the rotation in the whole space Rtot(0; 0; 0) =eiJ (
0)=h: In eq.(16)  is the rotation vector which species the direction and themagnitude of the rotation. Note that the third Euler angle in this rotating frame iszero. Noticing that the rotation operator in the whole space is given by a product ofthe rotation operators in the spaces of the relative motion and of intrinsic motion, i.e.Rtot(0; 0; 0) = RI(0; 0; 0)RL(0; 0; 0), RI(0; 0; 0) = eiI (
0)=h being the generator ofthe rotation in the intrinsic space, we obtainRL(0; 0; 0)j(niLiIi)JM >SF = R 1I (0; 0; 0)Rtot(0; 0; 0)j(niLiIi)JM >SF (17)= XK R 1I (0; 0; 0)j(niLiIi)JK >RF DJKM (0; 0; 0)(18)where DJKM is the Wigner's D function. In eq.(18) and in the following, the indices SFand RF denote the wave function in the space xed and rotating frames, respectively.Using < 
0jYLimL >RF= s2Li + 14 mL;0; (19)6
and R 1I (0; 0; 0)j'niIimI >RF= j'niIimI >SF (20)the initial environmental wave function in the rotating frame readsRL(0; 0; 0) < 
0j(niLiIi)JM >=XK < Li0IiKjJK > s2Li + 14 DJKM (0; 0; 0)j'niIiK >SF :(21)The two time inuence functional then becomesM ( eR(~t); eT ;R(t); T ) = Z sin 0d0d0 < (niLiIi)JM jûy( eR(~t); eT )j
0 > RL(0; 0; 0) 1RL(0; 0; 0) < 
0jû(R(t); T )j(niLiIi)JM > (22)= XK 2Li + 12J + 1 j < Li0IiKjJK > j2 < 'niIiKjuy( eR(~t); eT )u(R(t); T )j'niIiK > (23)where the time evolution operator in the rotating frame is dened asu(R;T ) = RL(; ; 0)û(R;T )R 1L (; ; 0) (24)= exp "Z T0 dt0  ( + 1)h22R(t0)2 +H0() + V (R(t0);
 = 0; )!# (25)= exp24Z T0 dt00@( + 1)h22R(t0)2 +H0() +X>0s2 + 14 f(R(t0))T0()1A35 (26)In order to obtain eq.(23) we used the orthogonality of the D functionZ sin ddDJK0M(; ; 0)DJKM (; ; 0) = 42J + 1K;K0 (27)The time evolution operator in the rotating frame u(R(t); t) obeysih @@t u(R; t) = 24( + 1)h22R2 +H0() +X>0s2 + 14 f(R)T0()35 u(R; t): (28)Eq.(28) shows that the z component of the internal spin mI is conserved in the no-Coriolisapproximation. Since the wave functions with dierent values of mI never couple to each7
other during the reaction process, the dimension of the coupled-channels equations isdrastically reduced. The eective Hamiltonian in eq.(28) has the same form as that inthe system where the internal spin is zero. The eects of the nite intrinsic spin entersonly through a scaling factor q2+14 of the coupling strength.>From eqs.(9), (10), and (23), the fusion cross section in the no-Coriolis approximationnally becomesfus(E) = (kniIi)2 XJLiXK 2Li + 12Ii + 1 j < Li0IiKjJK > j2 limRi!1Rf! 1PiPf2 Z 10 dT e(i=h)ET Z 10 d eT e (i=h)EeT Z D[R(t)] Z D[ eR(~t)]e(i=h)[St(R;T ) St(eR;eT)] < 'niIiKjuy( eR(~t); eT )u(R(t); T )j'niIiK >(29)If the initial value of the internal spin is zero, the initial angular momentum for therelative motion Li equals J , and the summation in eq.(29) becomes simple. The fusioncross section in that case can be calculated by treating as though the relative motioncouples to a spinless mode of excitation except for the scaling factor q2+14 mentionedabove. If the initial spin of the internal motion is nite, the inuence functional is obtainedby rst calculating it for a xed K-quantum number, and then by taking sum with theweight following Clebsh-Gordon coecients.Before closing the paper, we wish to comment on the applicability of the no-Coriolisapproximation. It is known that the no-Coriolis approximation cannot be applied when along range force, such as the Coulomb interaction, is involved[16, 19, 20, 21]. Heavy-ionfusion reactions are governed by the behavior of the wave functions in the small regionnear the Coulomb barrier. The no-Coriolis approximation is, therefore , considered to bea good approximation. On the other hand, it breaks down in the problems of elastic andinelastic scatterings where the dierence of phases of the wave function in the asymptotic8
region plays a fatal role. In order to cure the problems in such cases, a prescription ofrenormalizing the coupling strength has been proposed by several authors [19, 20, 21].The way of renormalization is, however, not unique and this problem is still unsettled.In summary, we formulated the coupled-channels problems in the no-Coriolis approx-imation based on the functional integral method. We rst ignored the change of thecentrifugal potential due to an intrinsic excitation. We then introduced a rotational co-ordinate transformation only in the space of the relative motion between heavy-ions tothe coordinate system where the z axis is along the direction of the radial vector for therelative motion. We have thus shown that the fusion cross section can be calculated bytreating nuclear intrinsic motions as though they do not carry a nite angular momen-tum. The trace of the nite multipolarity of nuclear intrinsic excitation remains, however,in a scaling factor in the coupling strength. The no-Coriolis approximation looks to bean approximation where the Coriolis force is neglected after rotating the whole space.We found, however, that the rotation should be introduced only in the space excludingthe internal motion, by which the Coriolis force disappears from the coupled-channelsequations. The term \no-Coriolis approximation "is therefore somewhat misnomer. Themain advantages of our method presented in this paper are that we can easily apply it tothe cases where the initial internal spin is not zero, and also where the internal angularmomentum is not the spin but the orbital angular momentum. The eect of transferreactions on heavy ion fusion reactions is one of such problems[22].The work of K.H. was supported by Research Fellowships of the Japan Society for thePromotion of Science for Young Scientists. That of J.R.B. was supported by a Japan So-ciety for Promotion of Science Postdoctoral Fellowship for Foreign Researchers in Japan.A.B.B. acknowledges a fellowship from the Japanese Society for Promotion of Science.This work was supported by the Grant-in-Aid for General Scientic Research, Con-9
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